Date. 17th March 2022

Shipping Agents,
Dighi Port Limited

Trade Notice DPL No.11/2021: Change in Reference Rate for Dollar Denominated Tariff - From SBI TT Selling to HDFC TT Selling Rate

Dear Sirs,

The Dighi Port Limited, management has decided to change the reference rate for dollar denominated tariff to HDFC Bank TT Selling Rate (first rate card published every-day).

In case of holidays, the previous working day HDFC Bank TT Selling rate will be used.

The above mentioned changes will become applicable w.e.f. 0001 hrs. 1st April 2022.

Please request to inform all concern accordingly.

For, Dighi Port Limited

Capt. Hyginus Lobo
Head- Marine
Dighi Port Limited
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